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A model based on a short fishery statistics survey was applied to estimate catch and catch
per unit effort (cpue) of the Galician monkfish (Lophius spp.) trawl fleet during 1998. In all,
35 interviews were conducted with fisheries personnel in ICES Divisions IXa, VIIIc, VIIId,
and VIIIe (coastal offshore fishing grounds) and 44 in VIIb, VIIc, VIIj, and VIIk (Grand
Sole fishing ground). Reliability of the model estimates was tested using: (i) registered fish
market landings at 38 ports; (ii) landings data from sale invoices at six of these ports (93.8%
of total landings of the species); (iii) 29 observers’ trips made on board coastal offshore
trawlers and the logbook of one Grand Sole trawler. Estimated mean total catch from the
model was 5110 t (602 t coastal offshore, 4508 t in Grand Sole) and cpue values were 36.2
kg haul�1 vessel�1 coastal offshore and 104.4 kg haul�1 vessel�1 Grand Sole. Differences
between the values of cpue estimated by the model and those determined directly in both
fisheries were not significant. However, there were differences between the total catch
estimated by the model and the total landings deduced from sale invoices and Galician fish
market information.
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Introduction

Some countries have made good progress in installing input

controls on their fisheries, notably control of fleet size, but

such measures rarely include specific controls on total

fishing effort (Caddy, 1999). Therefore, fisheries manage-

ment advice is still based largely on output controls such as

catches and quotas, and corresponding effort data. However,

when fisheries statistics are incomplete or inaccurate,

scientists have to resort to alternative methods of generating

the data on which to base their advice. For example,

alternative methodologies and models have been used

variously to estimate catch and catch per unit effort (cpue)

in small-scale fisheries (e.g. Gómez-Muñoz, 1990; Pollock

et al., 1994, 1997; Simón et al., 1996; Hoenig et al., 1997;

Kirchner and Beyer, 1999; Neis et al., 1999a, b). The reason

why such model-based estimates have had to be made is

generally that the availability of accurate catch statistics is

confounded by the particular characteristics of such fisheries
1054-3139/$30 � 2003 International Cou
(seasonality, variability, dispersion), as well as the pecu-

liarities of the markets.

Galicia is the home of Spain’s and Europe’s biggest

fishing fleet. In addition to fishing vessels operating in

distant-water fisheries, some 5300 vessels fish in the

Northeast Atlantic (Figure 1). Most of these (O2800, all

!10 m long) operate inshore. In addition, 2000 vessels

(10e30 m long) fish in coastal offshore waters, using

trawls, gillnets, longlines, traps, and seines. Another 150

Galician trawlers and longliners (25e40 m long) fish in

Grand Sole waters off southwest Ireland (ICES areas VIIb,

VIIc, VIIj, and VIIk) (Figure 1). Both coastal offshore and

Grand Sole trawl fisheries target hake (Merluccius

merluccius), blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou),

Norwegian lobster (Nephrops norvegicus), horse mackerel

(Trachurus trachurus), and monkfish (Lophius piscatorius

and Lophius budegassa). The two species of monkfish are

not separated in official statistics and are sold as one

product.
ncil for the Exploration of the Sea. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1. Map showing the ICES divisions and subdivisions for fisheries purposes, and the positions of the (1) Grand Sole and (2) coastal

offshore fishing grounds used for the purposes of this analysis.
um
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Although a huge amount of effort has been made by

several European countries to improve the reliability of

their fishery statistics, unreported and misreported catches

are still common, notably for some commercially important

species regulated through imposition of a total allowable

catch (TAC). Therefore, and in order to achieve sustainable

utilization of such marine resources, it is vital that the

extent and quantity of unreported and misreported catches

is minimized, and that the cpue be estimated accurately.

This information is crucial for those investigating multi-

species, multigear fisheries, the case for most of the

fisheries prosecuted by Galician fishers.

Gómez-Muñoz (1990) developed a model to estimate

catch and cpue in small-scale multispecies fisheries, and it

has been applied successfully in Mexico (Gómez-Muñoz,

pers. comm.) and in the squid and clam fisheries of Galicia

(Simón et al., 1996, unpublished data). The method

involves surveying fishing sector personnel to obtain the

basic model parameter data. However, this model has to be
broadened if it is to be applied to larger scale fisheries. The

main objective of the current study is therefore to develop

the Gómez-Muñoz method of questionnaire and interview

so as to be able to apply it to the estimation of catch and

cpue in large-scale commercial fisheries. We also document

some of the statistical assumptions necessary to determine

the model’s precision and the errors of its estimates, and

test the model’s reliability by comparing its outputs with

landing statistics and data obtained by shipboard observers

in the monkfish fishery.

Material and methods

The model

Figure 2 is a flowchart of the model. There are two phases:

phase 1, in which the main parameters for the model are

determined through port interviews with fishers; and phase 2,

when the values of thesemain parameters are used to estimate

the catches for each vessel type and for the whole fleet.

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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Figure 2. Flowchart showing the steps of the Gómez-Muñoz model.
entación C
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Phase 1: variables and parameters

The main parameters of the model are listed in Table 1. For

all data obtained through interview, M, I, S, and L are

defined as the mode, and Cmax and Cmin as the mean catch

per haul. Assuming that these parameters are normally

distributed, the mean or the mode of the interview data are

used for estimation.

A set of catch curves based on secondary variables and

parameters was estimated from these main parameters. To

ensure that the month of maximum catch coincides with the

origin (xðMÞ ¼ 0), the data set was time-transformed (x(t)).

The curve showing the rate of decrease was calculated in

such a way that the rate was always between zero and C1.

The type of curve was determined from the interview data

and defined by their degree of asymmetry (Figure 3),

measured by the parameter TE in the model. TE is the

relationship between the minimum and the maximum times

to or from Cmax.
If the decrease curve is type 1 (a slow decrease), then

I ¼ 1 and

TE¼ ðM� SÞI
SþL� 1�M

ð1Þ

where TE¼ Elapsed time to the maximum catch

Elapsed time from the maximum catch
I

If the decrease curve is type 2 or 3 (an intermediate or

a rapid decrease), then I ¼ 2 or 3 and

TE¼ ðSþL�M� 1ÞI
M� S

ð2Þ

where TE¼ Elapsed time from the maximum catch

Elapsed time to the maximum catch
I

Note that curve type 2 can be included in either case, because

the elapsed times to and from themaximumcatch are the same.

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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Transformation is different for each type of curve. If the

decrease curve is type 1 (slow), then

x¼ xðtÞ ¼ ðt� SÞIþTEðt� S�Lþ 1Þ
L� 1

ð3Þ

where x is a transformation of t to make the distribution

more symmetrical.

If the decrease curve is type 2 or 3 (intermediate or

rapid), then

x¼ xðtÞ ¼ Iðt� S�Lþ 1Þ þTEðt� SÞ
L� 1

ð4Þ

This variable has different values for each month within the

fishing season.

The term Month is used to calculate x(t) in all cases.

Later, x will substitute x(t) to simplify the equations, except

where the context is not clear. Then the weighting function

fðxÞ ¼ e�x2=2 ð5Þ
can be calculated. Because the origin of the curve coincides

with the maximum and the weighting close to this point is

similar, a normally distributed curve is used as an

Table 1. Main parameters of the Gómez-Muñoz model obtained in
the interviews.

Parameter Meaning

S Month in which fishing season starts
L Length of fishing season (months)
I Rate of decrease in catches after

the peak, (1) slow, (2) intermediate, (3) rapid
v Average number of trips per month per vessel
N Number of hauls in a fishing trip
M Month when the maximum catch is made

(peak of the fishery)
Cmin ¼ q1 Minimum catch in one haul during the

fishing period
Cmax ¼ q2 Maximum catch in one haul during the

fishing period
V Total number of trips undertaken by the

whole fleet
B Number of vessels in the fleet

Figure 3. Types of rate of catch decrease from the peak during

a fishing season: (1) slow, (2) intermediate, and (3) rapid. S is the

month in which the fishing season starts.
approximation. The function f(x) is a time-weighting one

that increases the weighting for the month of maximum

catch (M) and decreases it for the other months. In all cases,

this transformation ensures that a truncate normal function

can be used, with a maximum coincident with the month M.

Values of f(x) for each month of fishing were estimated for

each type of curve (1, 2, or 3). The function relates catch

per haul and per vessel with the duration of fishing season

in months.

Phase 2: estimation of monthly catch per haul,

per trip, and per vessel

The steps to generate the monthly catch per haul per vessel

are shown in the Appendix. Mean monthly catch per haul

per vessel (Ct) was estimated as the mean of a uniform

distribution from

Ct ¼
ðq1t þ q2tÞ

2
¼ CmaxðfðxðtÞÞ � fðIÞÞ þCminð1� fðxðtÞÞÞ

1� fðIÞ
ð6Þ

As the basic parameters of the model refer to months in

different years for many vessels, a period of 24 months was

used. The distribution of Ct and the standard errors (s.e.) in

estimating it are shown in the Appendix.

The mean monthly catch per trip per vessel (CLt) was

estimated from

CLt ¼ Ct)N ð7Þ
where N is the number of hauls per trip and the mean total

catch per month per vessel (Ctot) from

Ctot ¼ CLt)v ð8Þ
where v is the number of trips per month. The confidence

limits of the variables Ct, CLt, and Ctot, assuming that they

approach a normal distribution, will be 95% of the

confidence intervals. Finally, the total catch per vessel will

be the summation of Ctot throughout the fishing season.

Total catch of the fishing fleet per fishing season

The first step in determining this is to estimate the average

catch per trip per vessel during the fishing season (Cmean). If

the average catch per haul per month is used, then

Cmean ¼
P

ðCt)NÞ
L

ð9Þ

However, if the average catch per trip per month is used,

then

Cmean ¼
P

ðCtÞ
L

ð10Þ

Here, L is the duration of the fishing season in months.

The total catch of the fishing fleet per fishing season (CT)

can then be estimated under the assumption that all fishing

units operating with each type of fishing gear would land

the same catch. CT can be estimated in three ways:

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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(a) If the total number of trips undertaken for the whole

fleet (V) is known, then

CT¼ Cmean)V ð11Þ
(b) If V is unknown, then

CT¼ vðtÞB L Cmean ð12Þ
where v(t) is the average number of monthly trips per vessel

and B is the number of vessels.

(c) Conversely,

CT¼
X X

ðCt)vðtÞÞ
� �

ð13Þ

Sample size

Given the model definition above, it may be assumed that

the means of the catches conform to a normal distribution

when the sample size (n) is sufficiently large. If random

samples of size n are drawn for each combination (of

species, fishing gear, and fishing ground), the standard

errors (s.e.) of the variable catches (sc) must be known

from previous samples. With sc known and a confidence

level of 95%, the sampling error for each combination

would be

e¼ 1:96scffiffiffi
n

p ¼ jm̂� mj ð14Þ

With e fixed,

n¼ 1:96sc
e

� �2
ð15Þ

Assuming a percentage error (ep) of 10%, we can

recalculate the sample size as a function of this error, i.e.

ep ¼
jm̂� mj

m
0m ep ¼ e ð16Þ

Hence, if we have an estimation of the mean catch, m̂, the
sample size, would be given by

n¼ 1:96sc
m̂ ep

� �2
¼ 1:96

CV

ep

� �2
ð17Þ

where CV is the coefficient of variation of the catches. To

assure maximum sampling size, the highest CV value per

month was taken.

If we take a size nt for each month, the total sampling

size is

Nt0 ¼
XL�S�1

t¼S

nt ð18Þ

Therefore, sampling will be stratified with L uniform strata

of size nt. Under the above assumptions, the total error

would be

eT ¼
1:96sTffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Nt0

p ð19Þ
where S2
T ¼

PL�S�1

t¼S

bt S
2
Ct

PL�S�1

t¼S

bt

ð20Þ

bt being the number of total fishing units operating inmonth t.

Outliers

Before estimation of the main parameters in the model

(Table 1), the ‘‘outliers’’ specified by the person inter-

viewed were discarded. In particular, it is not possible for

M to be before S or after its end (Sþ L� 1); M must

therefore lie during the fishing season. In other words, all

observations that fulfil the requirement M!S if Sþ L!12

or Mþ 12 > Sþ L, were discarded.

Owing to the uniformity of the catch distribution and

because the distribution of the maximum catch departs from

normality (see Appendix), the statistical method of Tukey

(1977) was used to exclude outliers from the interview data.

Consequently, any Cmax per haul, vessel, or trip was

considered to be an outlier if it did not fall within the

interval MeG1:5H, where Me is the median of the

maximum catches and H the distance between the third

(Q3) and the first (Q1) quartile of those catches

H¼ 0:5ðQ3�Q1Þ ð21Þ

This criterion was used to identify and reject any outliers

for each possible combination (fishing ground, fishing gear,

species).

Area of study and interview data

The area of study was the fishing grounds on which the

Galician fleet operates in the Northeast Atlantic. These

fishing grounds (see Figure 1) were:

(i) coastal offshore, comprising the continental shelf and

slope waters of ICES Divisions IXa, VIIIc, VIIId,

VIIIe;

(ii) Grand Sole, fishing grounds in ICES Divisions VIIb,

VIIc, VIIj, VIIk.

A preliminary visit to the 82 fishing ports of Galicia was

made to establish contacts with the personnel at each port and

to determine which of them recorded landings of monkfish.

In all, 38 ports were selected for this study, and weekly visits

were made to each during 1998 and 1999 to obtain general

fisheries data on each, and on the number and characteristics

of the fleets operating in 1998. A sampling network was

established, and observers regularly visited the six most

important ports for monkfish landings (Vigo, Marı́n, Ribeira,

Coruña, Celeiro, Burela), the regularity of visit determined

by the volume of monkfish sold at the market in each port.

Observers checked each sale invoice to monitor the landings

for each vessel during 1998. More data were obtained from

29 observers who accompanied coastal offshore vessels

targeting monkfish during 1998 and 1999. The 1998 logbook

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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of a trawler operating in both the coastal offshore and Grand

Sole areas was also obtained. Finally, focused interviews

with fishers, skippers, and fishing sector personnel were

carried out according to the same protocol in the 38 ports

selected. Interviews covered each target species, type of

gear, and fishing ground. The interview protocol focused on

obtaining the information required for the model: (a) name

and profile of the person interviewed; (b) name and technical

data of the vessel; (c) number of trips per month; (d) gear/s

normally used; (e) fishing ground/s usually visited; (f) target

species; (g) number of hauls per trip; (h) duration and depth

of hauls; (i) schedule of fishing activities (average amount of

time spent steaming to and from the fishing ground, and on

operations other than fishing, and the amount of fishing effort

directed at the target species per trip); (j) trip duration; (k)

actual time spent fishing (time between shooting and

recovering the net); (l) catch of each target species per haul,

specifically the maximum and the minimum catch; (m) the

month when the fishing season starts; (n) the months of

maximum andminimum catch during the fishing season; and

(o) the rate of decrease of catches during a fishing season

(slow, intermediate, or rapid). Symbols used in the inter-

views and their meaning are summarized in Table 1.

Although interviews gave information on a large number

of different gear types, the current analysis is restricted to

trawlers only. This was because only the interviews for

trawlers attained the minimum number required by the

model (see section Sample size).

Reliability of the model

To test the reliability of the model and to estimate its pre-

cision and bias, a cross-check between the catch and cpue

of monkfish obtained from shipboard observers, logbook,

sale invoice sampling network data, and fishing market

statistics, and the cpue estimated by the model was under-

taken, applying a t-test and single-factor ANOVA (Zar,

1999).

Results

Model estimates of monkfish catch and cpue

In all, 79 focused interviews on monkfish were carried out

in the 38 ports selected. The interviews were distributed as

follows: 35 with fishers operating on coastal offshore

grounds and 44 with fishers operating on the Grand Sole

grounds. The minimum sample sizes to obtain catch

estimates with an error of 10% were 33 and 41 interviews

for coastal offshore and Grand Sole, respectively. None of

the 79 interviews was totally rejected. However, some

incoherent or outlier data for each of the ten variables

obtained from each interview were rejected. The maximum

number of rejected data for each variable was !10%.

Table 2 lists the parameter values estimated for coastal

offshore and Grand Sole trawl fisheries for monkfish.

Table 3 lists the cpue, the monthly and total catches per
trip, the mean catch (kg) per haul and vessel (Ct), and the

range and s.e. of the mean estimated.

In all, 231 vessels registered in 36 Galician ports

prosecute the monkfish coastal offshore trawl fishery.

Interviews revealed that those vessels catch monkfish in

one of every five hauls per trip (n ¼ 1) and in six of every

18 trips per month (v ¼ 6). Observers on board such

trawlers noted that monkfish were caught in 11 of every 29

trips. The Grand Sole trawl fishery targeting monkfish

utilizes 75 vessels registered in six Galician ports. These

vessels made only one trip per month (v ¼ 1) and carried

out an average of 48 hauls per trip (n ¼ 48).

Based on model estimations and considering the number

of vessels in each port and the total catches by port, themean,

the maximum, and the minimum total catch for the two

fisheries were estimated (Table 4). Total Galician catches

Table 2. Values of the parameters of the model for coastal offshore
and Grand Sole trawl fisheries targeting monkfish.

Model parameters
Coastal
offshore

Grand
Sole

Month in which fishing starts (S) 7 1
Length of the fishing season, months (L) 12 12
Decrease curve type (I) 1 1
Month when the maximum catch

is made (M)
7 7

Maximum catch (kg) per haul (Cmax) 55.6 188.6
Minimum catch (kg) per haul (Cmin) 4.4 14.4
Number of hauls per trip (n) 1 48
Average number of trips per month

per vessel (v)
6 1

Table 3. Monkfish monthly cpue and catch for the trawl fishery
estimated by the model. s.e. is the standard error and C.I. the
confidence interval of 95%.

Month

Coastal offshore Grand Sole

Cpue
(kg trip�1)

Monthly
catch (kg)

Cpue
(kg trip�1)

Monthly
catch (kg)

January 37.6 226 0.0 0
February 31.7 190 14.4 691
March 25.4 152 67.4 3 233
April 18.6 112 115.7 5 552
May 11.6 69 154.6 7 419
June 4.4 26 179.8 8 632
July 55.6 334 188.6 9 053
August 55.1 330 179.8 8 632
September 53.5 321 154.6 7 419
October 50.8 305 115.7 5 552
November 47.3 284 67.4 3 233
December 42.8 257 14.4 691

Mean 36.2 217 104.4 5 009
s.e. 1.2 7.3 3.1 147
C.I. 204e230 4 720e5 298

Total catch 2 606 60 108
C.I. 2 452e2 761 56 642e63 574

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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for coastal offshore and Grand Sole trawl fisheries were

602 t (566e638 t) and 4508 t (4248e4768 t), respectively.

Cross-check between estimated and observed data

The average monkfish catch per haul from the four different

sources of data for the coastal offshore fishery is sum-

marized in Table 5. In comparing the values in Table 5 with

model estimates of cpue, it must be noted that:

(i) vessels with observers on board were only six times

(v ¼ 6) on the commercially viable monkfish fishing

grounds;

(ii) the sale invoice and fish market data used for the

analysis of catch per haul do not give temporal or

geographic information about the monkfish catch.

This limitation of the information implies that cpue would

be underestimated, because trips undertaken without

monkfish as the target species were included in the

calculations. The differences (p > 0:05) between catch per

haul determined from interview and catch per haul obtained

from other sources (Tables 3 and 5) were not significant,

likely because of the very high standard deviation.

In the Grand Sole trawl fishery for monkfish, data on the

number of hauls per trip and on the monkfish catches per

haul were obtained from the logbook of a single vessel for

the period 1997e1998. The same trawler was inspected

several times by EU observers. During the period, the

vessel carried out 46.9 (s.e. 12.0) hauls per month and

monthly caught 77.8 kg (s.e. 22.4 kg) per haul and 3476 kg

Table 4. Number of vessels operating and the total annual catch of
Galician monkfish trawlers (mean and 95% C.I.) operating on the
coastal offshore and Grand Sole fishing grounds.

Fishery
Number of
vessels

Total annual catch (kg)

Mean 95% C.I.

Coastal offshore 231 602 005 566 313e637 698
Grand Sole 75 4 508 084 4 248 151e4 768 016

Total 306 5 110 089 4 814 464e5 405 714
(s.e. 1123 kg) per trip. There were no significant differences

(p > 0:05) between the mean monthly catches per haul

estimated from the model and from the logbook data. The

total annual catch of monkfish by the same trawler was

60 147 kg, just 0.1% different from the amount estimated by

the model (60 108 kg in Table 3).

Table 6 lists the total annual landings (kg) of monkfish in

the six main fishing ports during 1998, and for comparison,

themodel estimates of total annual catch. The same table also

gives a comparison of the total catches and landings of the

whole Galician fleet obtained from three different sources.

Discussion

Previous studies using interview data have revealed that

a large amount of information from fishers, useful for

assessment purposes, can be collected from fishers

themselves and from landing points (Simón et al., 1996;

Pollock et al., 1997; Kirchner and Beyer, 1999; Neis et al.,

1999a). Personal interviews provide much detailed in-

formation that will increase the likelihood of precision and

reliability in model estimates (Neis et al., 1999a). For

example, the interviews revealed that monkfish catches by

coastal offshore trawlers are occasional, vessels only

catching monkfish in one of every five hauls per trip and

in only six of every 18 trips per month. Such information

allows us to improve the accuracy of the model parameters

Table 5. Average catch per haul and standard deviation (s.d.) of
trawlers targeting monkfish on the coastal offshore Galician fishing
grounds estimated from four different sources of data.

Source of data

Monkfish catch estimates

n
Mean catch
per haul (kg) s.d. t-test

Significance
(p > 0:05)

Shipboard observers 29 43.2 60.2 0.12 No
Logbooks 7 14.9 30.8 �0.69 No
Sale invoice
sampling network

7 11.6 32.4 �0.76 No

Fish market data 7 10.7 47.2 �0.54 No
ica on July 8, 2010 
Table 6. Annual catch and landings of monkfish registered in the six main ports and obtained by the whole Galician fleet during 1998, and
comparisons between the catch obtained from statistics at the fishing market, from invoices at sale, and from that estimated by the model.

Fishing port
Model-estimated
catch A (kg) 95% C.I.

Fish market
landings B (kg)

Difference
(A� BÞ=A (%)

Sale invoice
landings C (kg)

Difference
(A� CÞ=A (%)

Burela 274 310 258 438e290 182 151 462 44.8 154 994 43.5
Celeiro 214 202 201 796e226 609 292 666 36.6 194 528 9.2
Coruña 1 468 648 1 383 924e1 553 371 1 327 598 9.6 1 659 497 13.0
Marı́n 663 624 625 258e701 990 952 817 30.4 815 828 22.9
Ribeira 177 382 166 963e187 801 122 578 30.9 118 975 32.9
Vigo 1 993 981 1 878 992e2 108 969 1 448 351 27.4 1 329 040 33.3
All six ports 4 792 147 4 515 371e5 068 922 4 295 472 10.4 4 272 862 10.8

Total Galicia 5 110 089 4 814 464e5 405 714 4 479 586 12.3 4 458 165 12.8

http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org
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and avoid overestimating catches. However, because the

information is based on the appraisals and memory of

fishers, a minimum number of interviews by species and

fisheries are required. As fishers have different interpreta-

tions of the variables used in the model, the interviewer

must be able to interpret the data fairly, though there should

be no prior expectation of the result of the interview (Simón

et al., 1996; Neis et al., 1999a, b). Notwithstanding, there

must still be some reliable means of rejecting outliers. The

results given herein lend some confidence to the means of

rejecting outliers from the current analysis.

There are two main requirements for the model to be used

optimally. First, variables or parameters must be estimated

accurately. From this analysis, the most reliable estimates

seem to be the average values ofCmax andCmin, and themonth

when Cmax is most frequently attained (Gómez-Muñoz,

1990; Simón et al., 1996). Second, for total catch in any port

or for the total fleet to be estimated accurately, the true

number of vessels fishing in a given area or landing at

a specific port has to be known precisely. If vessels vary their

port of landing, target species change, or preferred fishing

ground varies, then the discrepancies between estimated and

true catcheswill be large. In order to avoid invoking this bias,

we were careful to determine the true number of vessels

landing in the six main Galician ports during our period of

study. Ideally, we should have done this for all ports, but

owing to the complexity of the Galician fishery, such an

exercise would have been extremely expensive and time-

consuming. Therefore, we feel that, given that those six ports

account for 94% of the total Galician landings, we did the

best we could with the resources at our disposal.

The discrepancies in the landings by port using the

different sets of data ranged from 9.6 to 44.8% (Table 6),

part no doubt resulting from some vessels changing their

port of landing during the year of study, and part because

landings at some ports were trucked to other ports for

economic reasons, and there registered as having been

landed there. Finally, a small portion of the landings does

not pass through the official market. For the current

analysis, however, the effect of these biases was minimized,

because the total catch was estimated for the whole fleet

rather than the fleet representing each port.

Values of catch per haul and per trip estimated for both

fishing areas were similar to the true data obtained from

shipboard observers and logbook data, respectively.

Considering the variability in monkfish catches, the

minimum number of interviews needed to apply the model

adequately for each combination of gear and fishing ground

was relatively low. This requirement was complied with for

the interviews carried out in both areas.

For both coastal offshore and Grand Sole monkfish

fisheries carried out by Galician trawlers, it is of note that

the total catches estimated by the model are generally

higher (12.3%) than those reflected by the fish market

statistics. Furthermore, the values obtained from sale

invoices are not within the confidence intervals estimated
from interview parameters (Table 6). Such differences can

be explained by the characteristics of Galician fisheries. As

indicated by Simón et al. (1996) and through data collected

during interviews, at least some portion of the landings

does not appear in official statistics. Depending on socio-

economic conditions and local control at each port, the

amount of unregistered landings varies. Thus, data obtained

from sale invoices at each port would seem to offer more

accurate information than the official data from fish

markets. On the basis of the information collected during

the interviews, we conclude that the discrepancy cannot be

attributed to discarding at sea, so the 12.3% difference

between model and fish market data would represent the

unreported catch in the official statistics.

Our analysis has demonstrated that the model can estimate

catches and cpue in both small-scale (Simón et al., 1996) and

large-scale fisheries with accuracy and reliability. The

model-based estimates were significantly larger than those

based on fish market receipts and invoices (Table 6),

implying that this sampling approach yields better estimates

of total catch than those based on official statistics.

In conclusion, the methodology developed herein pro-

vided statistical validation of our model which, on the basis

of interview data, can be used as an independent means of

estimating catch and effort in a fishery and to test the reli-

ability of landing statistics. However, while somefishers con-

tinue to ignore TAC and other regulations, better knowledge

of catch will still not lead to better fisheries management.
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Appendix

Monthly catch determination

Let us assume a given period of fishing starting at month S

and a fishing season with a duration of L months. Let M,

the month during which the maximum catch is taken, be

known. M must occur between S and Sþ L. In some cases,

Sþ L can be higher than 12 so, to avoid negative values,

periods of 24 months were considered. In this case, if M is

lower than S, then M) ¼ Mþ 12. Therefore, the parameter

representing the month of maximum catch would be

M) ¼M; if MRS

M) ¼Mþ 12 if M!S

Any other case would produce an impossible value.

Let Ct be the cpue in month t, t ¼ S;.; Sþ L� 1. Note

that Ct occurs in an ‘‘ideal’’ vessel, applying the average of

the interview data normal distribution. Owing to the

absence of prior information about catches in a given

month, it is assumed that Ct is a sequence of random,

uniform, and independent variables, so the information

obtained on the catches in month t is independent of

previous catches but dependent on some particular

exogenous parameters for each fishing period (decrease

curve followed by the catches, I; month when the maximum

catch occurs, M; actual month, t).

The parameters of the uniform distribution are variable, so

Ct˛Wðq1t;q2tÞ
verifying the following assumptions:
S1: the minimum theoretical catch in period t depends on

the expected value of the total minimum catch generated by

the model (q1), corrected by a factor that is a function of the
time until the month of peak catch and of the type of

decrease curve. Hence, if

q1 ¼ Eðmin CtÞ
when the operator E means ‘‘expected value of’’, then it can

be assumed that

q1t ¼ q1 g1ðt; IÞ
where the correction factor is given by

g1ðt; IÞ ¼ 2
1� fðxðtÞÞ
1� fðIÞ

f being the previously defined time-weighting function and

I the type of decrease curve.

S2: the maximum theoretical catch in period t depends on

the total maximum catch (q2), corrected by a factor that is

a function of the time that remains until the month of peak

catch and of the type of decrease curve. Hence, if

q2 ¼ Eðmax CtÞ
then it can be assumed that

q2t ¼ q2 g2ðt; IÞ
where the correction factor is given by

g2ðtÞ ¼ 2
fðxðtÞÞ � fðIÞ

1� fðIÞ
f being the time-weighting function defined above.

According to this model, the global maximum will be

obtained in M, and the global minimum in Sþ L� 1 in the

first case (I ¼ 1), and in S in the other two cases (I ¼ 2 or

3). Consequently, the weighting factors must be modified to

avoid coincidence of maximum and minimum.

Distribution of Ct

Let (u1,., un) be the observations of one uniform variable

in a specified month, where u/ðq1; q2) with unknown

parameters.

Let random variables

Y¼ min
ðt¼1.nÞ

½ut� and X¼ max
ðt¼1.nÞ

½ut�

Then the distribution of X is

FðxÞ ¼ P½X%x�

FðxÞ ¼ P½X%x� ¼ P½max ui%x� ¼ P½u1%x;.;un%x�

¼
Y

P½ui%x� ¼ ½FuðxÞ�n ¼
x� q1
q2 � q1

� �n
with expectancy

EðxÞ ¼ q1 þ ðq2 � q1Þ
n

nþ 1
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and variance

varðxÞ ¼ ðq2 � q1Þ2n
12ðnþ 1Þ2ðnþ 2Þ

:

The distribution of Y would be

FðyÞ ¼ P½Y%y�

1� FðyÞ ¼ P½Y%y� ¼ P½min ui%y� ¼ P½u1%y;.;un%y�
¼
Y

P½ui%y� ¼ ½1� FuðyÞ�n

FðyÞ¼ 1�½1�FuðyÞ�n ¼ 1� 1� y�q1
q2�q1

� �n
¼ 1� q2�y

q2�q1

� �n

with expectancy

EðyÞ ¼ q1 þ
ðq2 � q1Þ
ðnþ 1Þ

and variance

varðyÞ ¼ ðq2 � q1Þ2n
12ðnþ 1Þ2ðnþ 2Þ

:

The combined distribution x and y is

Fðx;yÞ ¼ P½X%x;Y%y�
if we take

P½X%x;YRy� ¼ P½X%x;Ycualq� � P½X%x;Y%y�
¼ FðxÞ � Fðx;yÞ

P½X%x;YRy� ¼ P½y%u1%x;.;y%un%x�

¼
Y

P½y%ui%x� ¼ ½FðxÞ � FðyÞ�n ¼ x� y

q2 � q1

� �n

Fðx;yÞ ¼ FðxÞ � P½X%x;YRy� ¼ x� q1
q2 � q1

� �n
� x� y

q2 � q1

� �n

naming F ¼ q2 � q1 the support interval

dF

dy
¼ 1

Fn n½x� y�n�1

d2F

dxdy
¼ 1

Fn nðn� 1Þ½x� y�n�2

Hence, the combined density function is

fðx;yÞ ¼ 1

Fn nðn� 1Þ½x� y�n�2

The covariance of x and y will be given by

covðx;yÞ ¼ ðq2 � q1Þ2

ðnþ 2Þðnþ 1Þ2
Catches would be a linear combination of X and Y and are

given by

Z¼ aXþ bY; where a¼ fðxÞ
2

and b¼ a

fðIÞ

pðZ%zÞ ¼ pðaXþ bY%zÞ ¼ pðY%z� aX

b
; for any XÞ

Introducing this change, different values of error will be

obtained. The mean will be obtained directly as

EðCtÞ ¼
fðxÞfðIÞ
nþ 1

ððnþ fðIÞÞCmax þ ðn fðIÞ þ 1ÞCminÞ

EðZÞ ¼ Eðaxþ byÞ ¼ fðxÞfðIÞ
nþ 1

ððnþ fðIÞÞq2

þ ðn fðIÞ þ 1Þq1Þ

varðZÞ ¼ varðaxþ byÞ
¼ a2varðxÞ þ b2varðyÞ þ ab covðx;yÞ

¼ q2 � q1
nþ 1

� �2
½fðxÞfðIÞ�2 nðfðIÞÞ

2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

Standard errors

The standard errors (s.e.) of the estimates of catch per trip

(CLt) and total catch per month (Ctot) are readily derived

from the equations

s:e:¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðZÞ

p
¼ fðxÞfðIÞðmax C�min CÞ

nþ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n fðIÞ2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

s

ðtÞs:e:¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðZÞ

p
¼ fðxÞfðIÞðmax C�min CÞ

nþ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n fðIÞ2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

s

Then

s:e:Ct
¼ fðxÞfðIÞðmax Ct �min CtÞ

nþ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n fðIÞ2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

s

s:e:CLt
¼ fðxÞfðIÞðmax CLt �min CLtÞ

nþ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n fðIÞ2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

s

s:e:Ctot
¼ fðxÞfðIÞðmax Ctot �min CtotÞ

nþ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n fðIÞ2 � 2fðIÞ þ n

nþ 2

s

where n is the number of interviews.
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